
Capture and Upload Receipts 
Anywhere Anytime

Chrome River

SNAP

Managing a stack of paper expense receipts during a business trip can slow down the 

expense report creation and submission process. But with Chrome River SNAP for Android 

and iOS smartphones, business travelers can quickly and easily capture and upload receipt 

images directly to the Chrome River EXPENSE Receipt Gallery from anywhere. 

As a purpose-driven app that enhances Chrome River EXPENSE, Chrome River SNAP 

simpliies capturing paper receipts and decreases the amount of time necessary to create 

an expense report later. Business travelers can create reports faster because receipt images 

will be available in the Receipt Gallery quickly and can be added to any pre-existing or new 

expense report within Chrome River EXPENSE.
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Eicient Expense Report Creation
Users can snap and upload the receipt images quickly to the 

Chrome River EXPENSE Receipt Gallery. Chrome River’s powerful 

OCR then extracts the expense data for use in an expense report.  

This is the same powerful automated OCR Chrome River applies 

to receipts uploaded directly to Chrome River EXPENSE.

No Internet? No Problem. 
Whether you have a connection or not, you will be able to use 

Chrome River SNAP. There may be times when a mobile data 

connection is temporarily unavailable and in this case, the 

image will remain in Chrome River SNAP until you are in a 

location with a stronger connection, and it is then uploaded. 

Separate Business and Personal Images
Once receipt images are uploaded to the EXPENSE Receipt 

Gallery, they’re automatically deleted from your phone, freeing 

up your device’s storage space. And to avoid cluttering up your 

device’s photo storage, Chrome River SNAP does not mix receipt 

images with your personal photos.  

SNAP — CAPTURE AND UPLOAD RECEIPTS ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Add Receipt Images Seamlessly

Captures receipt images and uploads 

them quickly to the Chrome River 

EXPENSE Receipt Gallery from the user’s 

smartphone.

Add to Expense Report

Receipts uploaded and stored in the 

Receipt Gallery can be added to any 

new or pre-existing expense report in 

Chrome River EXPENSE.

Powerful OCR Data Extraction

Chrome River’s OCR data extraction and 

intelligent rules-based assignment logic 

will create expense items from uploaded 

receipts automatically. 

Share Images from Default  

Device Apps 

With Chrome River SNAP installed, users 

can share receipt images taken with 

third-party camera apps directly to the 

Chrome River EXPENSE Receipt Gallery.

The Easiest Way to 
Submit Receipts 

About Chrome River

Chrome River Technologies, Inc. lets business 

low for some of the world’s largest and most-

respected global organizations. Our powerful, 

yet easy-to-use SaaS expense management 

and invoice automation solutions deliver the 

most modern global and mobile experience 

in the marketplace. Our highly-conigurable 

business rules engine supports your evolving 

compliance and reporting requirements in 

today’s ever-changing business climate. 

This makes submitting expenses 

extremely easy, especially on 

the go. The most recent update 

has made it even easier to 

take pictures of expenses and 

immediately upload them.
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